16th June 2019
Run Number 403

AGM run
Augustus John, Peach Street, L3 5TX
Scribes (Carthief and FCUK)

Cleopatra, Hansel, Carthief (Hare), Virgin on the Ridiculous, Snoozanne, Mad
Hatter, Eccles, ET, FCUK, Je suis Leanne, Squeeze my Sack, Jo.
As your scribe was out setting the run he phoned FCUK at 7PM to give marking
explanations only to be told that it was too noisy i.e. still in the pub. SMS
advised via WhatsApp that that he would late 7:15 so the Pack were able to
properly pre-lubricate and finally left at 7:20.
There was the usual toing and froing to distant cars and ET shot off
prematurely without snapshooting the pack. Snoozanne brought him to heel.

The hare foxed us all at the start (though FCUK had an image of the trail), but
Although it looks as if it is pouring with rain it was a dry night. Camera flare I reckon.

after a while the pack were at Abercromby Square. There was a neat detour
through the square and off at the central university precinct at Myrtle Street.
This was Jo’s first CT trail and she was seeing the dark recesses of this man’s
mind: false trail on one side of the street and the On On on the other side. The
trail was meticulously marked and so, amazingly there was no need for the
map. That is the mark of a master pack-baiter. The hare even created a bit of
elevation as we headed up Edge Hill, the FRBs went all the way, but the trail
was down Mason St with the Williamson tunnels underneath us. We came out
in Kensington and had great views down past the modern health campus edge
of the precinct on a lovely evening. Very appropriate with D-Day anniversary so
close that we passed streets called Battenberg and Teck. Then there was a
descent straight down the hill beside the thundering traffic which is swallowed
by the tunnels, but we finally found the trail turned leftwards to Norton Street
and, that b’stard, a CB7, past the ‘Trop Shop’, LSTM, and through a lovely
green access path onto the Cathedral Plateau. We again saluted the hare and
his sneaky trail.

One final dog leg there was before we turned right at the Foundation Building
and on into the back of AJ. Hansel had already erected his table and the
bedpans of yore were also present.

End of run Hash Flash
FCUK made various lame attempts to give Jo a hash name. These included UTI,
following her reaction to viewing Shipsterns in the bed pan and ‘Great Head on
That’ following FCUK’s vigorous pouring of Hansel’s down down (see below).
Hash Scribe post run comment. Based on the photo below “Open Mouth”
might not be a bad Hash name.

Down Downs
The Hare for the run
Cleopatra. For not being able to see the markings despite the checks being
80cm (in deference to her European roots) diameter.
ET, SMS For being both late and early (as your scribe was out setting the run the exact
meaning of this was lost on him)

Je Suis Leanne For bragging that
she was now a Triathlon trainer.

Hansel, Eccles For limping and being lame respectively.
We retired to our usual semi-circular seating area in the Augustus John for
relubrication and the dispensing of responsibilities for the next year (see
below).
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